Kazan Federal University

Kazan University is one of the oldest universities in Russia - it celebrated
its 213th anniversary in 2017. We considered this milestone as another
token of the university's dedication to its longstanding academic mission
as one of the leading educational institutions in Russia and in the world.
Vladimir Putin
President of the Russian Federation
Undoubtedly, Kazan University is an
example of how a storied institution
with good traditions and outstanding
scientific schools can answer the
challenges of time and move forward

KFU has made an invaluable contribution to
the creation of a system of higher education
in the country
Kazan Federal university is the
leading academic and research
center. Today almost 37,000 students
are trained at KFU including about
one thousand foreign students. The
institute of medicine and biology
creates
the
university
clinic,
established to shorten the distance
between research and practical
medicine and to provide high-tech
treatment.

KFU in World Rankings


QS World Universities 2018 - 441-450



Times Higher Education 2018 - 401-500



U. S. News Best Global Universities 2018 - 953



Moscow International University Ranking - 194
In 2015 for the first time in
history. Kazan Federal University
was included in Times higher
Education World University
Rankings in 301-350 rank group,
holding 4th place amongst
Russian universities.

Kazan City

Kazan with a population of 1,143,535, it is the sixth most populous city in
Russia.[8] Kazan lies at the confluence of the Volga and Kazanka Rivers
in European Russia. The Kazan Kremlin is a World Heritage Site.

General Medicine
Degree: MBBS or MD physician
Duration: 6 years (English Medium)
The unique advantages of the program are the
curriculum, close to the European medical
education programs, the clinical preparation
from the 1st year based on its own
multidisciplinary clinic, the use of modern
simulation technologies, the participation of
students in university research with the
implementation of two term papers.

Y

Possibility
of
internships,
practices and semester training in
European
universities
(Czech
Republic,
Germany,
the
Netherlands, etc.), Israel, Japan
thanks to the curriculum, close to
the European programs of medical
education

Training center
•
•

(General medicine)

•

Model of real hospital
Medical robots of human bodies (newborn, child, man, pregnant
woman)
The skills to care for the sick

•

First aid training

•

Training of simple and complex practical skills before treatment
of real patients

•

Team working

High Level equipped laboratories

KFU Hostel

(Universiade Village)

Universaide village – It is a world
full of unforgettable student life.
The atmosphere of the campus is
incomparable with any other
campuses in Russia, it is a real oasis
for
students
with
absolutely
everything for a comfortable stay.
That’s why it is called “A City inside
a City”.
It has all the facilities: Post
office,
Café,
Supermarket,
sports
complex,
sports
equipment rental shop (skates,
skis, rollers, bicycles, scooters),
tailor shop, Xerox shop, ATMs,
Xerox
vending
machines,
Driving school, Barber shop,
Beauty Salon,24/7 security etc.
With
20
comfortable
hostels
students are accommodated in two
or three seater rooms with
attached shower, toilets and
kitchen
with
refrigerator,
electronic tea kettle etc.

KFU Delegation in India

Honorary delegates from Kazan Federal university visiting India
answering all the queries of students. Deputy Director Mr. Marat
Mrasov explained students about the advantages of studying General
Medicine in Kazan Federal university totally in English Medium.

Why KFU?!
 The Status of federal University
is of special importance
 6 years in English Medium
 Best hostels with European
Standards
 One
and
only
hospital
simulation center in Russia in
our classroom
 Laboratories with latest cuttingedge technology
 World Ranking of 400-450 puts
KFU in top race

Admission
procedure
Step 1:
Submit the application form
with your 12th marksheet or
equivalent certificate in our
office for the Admission
letter.
Step 2:
Apply for passport (If you
have a passport already then
go to step 2).

Admission
Contact:

Mr. Sharad Kukreti
Mob. No. : +91 9760024165
Email Id : admissions@mbbs-md.com
Website : www.mbbs-md.com

Step 3:
Submit your passport
photocopy or scan in our
office for Invitation letter.
Step 4:
Upon receiving Invitation
letter submit your passport
and other required
documents* for visa
purposes.
Step 5:
Arriving to University
*the list of required documents will be provided
from our office.

Welcome
to
Kazan
Federal
University !!

